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  Baby Llama: Finger Puppet Book Chronicle
Books,2019-08-13 What is Baby Llama's favorite
food? Follow along with this cute baby animal as
it experiences its world, from playtime to
bedtime. The simple, comforting story in this go-
to baby gift series have made it a multimillion
seller. Featuring a permanently attached plush
finger puppet, this volume offers parents and
children a fun, interactive way to play and read
as they build a lifelong love of books together.
  Paul McPharlin and the Puppet Theater Ryan
Howard,2006-07-13 Paul McPharlin is one of the
20th century's most important contributors to the
art of puppetry. Over a period of nine years he
created some 20 productions with marionettes, rod
puppets, hand puppets and shadow figures. He was
also a prolific writer whose technical,
theoretical and historical works contributed
significantly to a puppetry revival. His book The
Puppet Theatre in America is considered the
definitive history of American puppetry. Though
shy and aloof, McPharlin was also energetic. He
had an ability to bring people together and used
this knack to found a national puppetry
organization, Puppeteers of America. Besides the
author's extensive research on McPharlin and
puppetry, the book draws on significant
contributions from McPharlin's wife, puppeteer and
author Marjorie Batchelder McPharlin, who allowed
the use of her 18-year correspondence with Paul in
the creation of the book. Chapters take the reader
through McPharlin's childhood as a loner in
Detroit, his maturation and education in New York,
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and his early, erratic and often unsuccessful
attempts at making a living. His puppeteering
years, 1929 to 1937, are detailed, as are the
later years that saw him first working for the WPA
and then being drafted into the army to serve in
World War II at age 38. He continued making
important contributions to the art of puppetry
until a brain tumor took his life at age 45 in
1948. Appendices present two of McPharlin's plays,
The Barn at Bethlehem: A Christmas Play and
Punch's Circus. Another appendix details puppetry
imprints, including yearbooks, plays, handbooks,
worksheets and books. A fourth lists Paul
McPharlin's Puppeteers, members of the Marionette
Fellowship of Detroit.
  The Home of the Puppet-play Richard Pischel,1902
  Puppet Planet John Kennedy,2006-05-22 There's a
whole new world of puppets out there! In Puppet
Planet, John Kennedy offers you the insight, tips
and trade secrets that only a professional
puppeteer can. Learn how to make 12 brand new
puppets, then learn how to perform with them!
Discover professional staging techniques, as well
as ways to make the puppets come alive for your
audience. Look inside to: Create the muscle laden,
but amazingly soft, Stuffed Strongman Craft the
delightfully sweet Pillow Buddy Build Professor
Foaman, the smartest puppet on Puppet Planet Make
the Shoe Box Monster, a fellow with a surprise
hidden inside Plus so much more! With variations
for every puppet, tips, new techniques, complete
material lists and easy to use patterns, you'll be
ready to perform in no time! Peer behind the
curtain with Puppet Planet and discover a world
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waiting to delight, amaze and thrill.
  Puppet Types and Providers Dan Bode,Nan Liu,2012
Puppet's true power exists in the simple resource
model it uses to manage the state of complex
operating systems. This concise guide shows you
how to extend that model and implement custom
functionality on top of Puppet by working with the
type and provider APIs. Two experts from Puppet
Labs explain the concepts behind these APIs, and
provide instructions and examples to help you
write your own fully functional types and
providers. You'll also delve into Puppet's source
code to get a better understanding of how types
and providers are implemented internally. If
you're familiar with basic Puppet concepts, you're
ready to get started. Learn the fundamental
concepts behind resources, and become familiar
with the structure of Puppet's Resource Model
Discover how the type API is used to create new
resource types that Puppet can manage Understand
how providers interact with the system to achieve
the desired state of a declared resource Explore
advanced features to get a more complete
understanding of how Puppet works Simplify the
troubleshooting process when developing types and
providers
  Puppet Reporting and Monitoring Michael
Duffy,2014-06-17 An easy to follow guide with
extensive examples to explain Puppet's reporting
capabilities to facilitate effective
implementation of Puppet in the real world as a
reporting tool.If you are a Puppet developer or a
system administrator using Puppet, and you want to
extend your expertise to manage and optimize your
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server resources, then this book is for you.
  The Art of the Puppet Bil Baird,1965 A famous
puppeteer gives a fascinating introduction to his
art.
  American Puppet Modernism John Bell,2016-04-30
Please note this is a 'Palgrave to Order' title
(PTO). Stock of this book requires shipment from
an overseas supplier. It will be delivered to you
within 12 weeks. This study analyses the history
of puppet, mask, and performing object theatre in
the United States over the past 150 years to
understand how a peculiarly American mixture of
global cultures, commercial theatre, modern-art
idealism, and mechanical innovation reinvented the
ancient art of puppetry.
  The Snowman - A Puppet Play Book Raymond
Briggs,2013-10-03 A wonderful hand puppet book
based on Raymond Briggs's classic, The Snowman. A
little boy built a Snowman, and the Snowman came
to life! Re-enact the magic of The Snowman with
this brilliantly interactive hand puppet book -
wave hello, cuddle and play with the Snowman as he
is brought to life! Raymond Briggs is one of our
most respected and beloved artists. Born in
Wimbledon in 1934, he studied at the Slade School
of Fine Art and went on to produce a treasure
trove of work. He has created characters that are
now icons for generations of children, including
Fungus the Bogeyman, Father Christmas and, of
course, the beloved Snowman. His original Mother
Goose was published in 1966, it won the
prestigious Kate Greenaway Award in 1967 and is
now back in print over 40 years later.
  Puppets and Puppet Theatre David
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Currell,2014-04-30 Puppets & Puppet Theatre is
essential reading for everyone interested in
making and performing with puppets. It
concentrates on designing, making and performing
with the main types of puppet, and is extensively
illustrated in full colour throughout.Topics
covered include: nature and heritage of puppet
theatre; the anatomy of a puppet, its design and
structure; materials and methods for sculpting,
modelling and casting; step-by-step instructions
for making glove, hand, rod and shadow puppets &
marionettes; puppet control and manipulation;
staging principles, stage and scenery design;
principles of sound & lighting and finally,
organisation of a show.
  Baby Narwhal: Finger Puppet Book ,2021-03-02
Simple text follows a baby narwhal throughout the
day, from playtime to bedtime--
  The Very Hungry Caterpillar Finger Puppet Book
Eric Carle,2010 Eric Carle''sThe Very Hungry
Caterpillaris one of the bestselling picture books
of all time, with over 33 million copies sold
worldwide to date. This gorgeous new interactive
format lets babies and toddlers join in the fun as
the plush caterpillar finger puppet literally
wriggles his way through the holes in each page,
munching and crunching through foods before
transforming into a beautiful butterfly! Count
along and identify colours in this perfect first
introduction to a picture-book classic.%%%Eric
Carle''s classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar,
with a wriggly finger puppet. Eric Carle''sThe
Very Hungry Caterpillaris one of the bestselling
picture books of all time, with over 33 million
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copies sold worldwide to date. This gorgeous new
interactive format lets babies and toddlers join
in the fun as the plush caterpillar finger puppet
literally wriggles his way through the holes in
each page, munching and crunching through foods
before transforming into a beautiful butterfly!
Count along and identify colours in this perfect
first introduction to a picture-book classic. Eric
Carle is an internationally bestselling and award-
winning author and illustrator of books for very
young children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with
his wife, Barbara. The Carles opened The Eric
Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts
in 2002. Don''t miss all the other Very Hungry
Caterpillar and Eric Carle books- The Very Hungry
Caterpillar; Eric Carle''s Very Special Baby Book;
Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear?; The
Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The
Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to the
Zoo; Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What do you See?; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book; Polar Bear,
Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar''s Buggy Book; Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered Ladbybird; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar- Little Learning Library;
The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Touch and Feel
Playbook; My Very First Book of Words; The Very
Hungry Caterpillar Book and Toy; Little Cloud;
Today is Monday; My Very First Book of Shapes; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar''s Sound Book; The Very
Hungry Caterpillar; From Head to Toe; The Very
Hungry Caterpillar Big Board Book; Draw Me a Star;
Mister Seahorse; Do You want to be My Friend?; The
Tiny Seed; The Mixed-up %%%Eric Carle''s classic,
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The Very Hungry Caterpillar, with a wriggly finger
puppet. Eric Carle''sThe Very Hungry Caterpillaris
one of the bestselling picture books of all time,
with over 33 million copies sold worldwide to
date. This gorgeous new interactive format lets
babies and toddlers join in the fun as the plush
caterpillar finger puppet literally wriggles his
way through the holes in each page, munching and
crunching through foods before transforming into a
beautiful butterfly! Count along and identify
colours in this perfect first introduction to a
picture-book classic. Eric Carle is an
internationally bestselling and award-winning
author and illustrator of books for very young
children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with his
wife, Barbara. The Carles opened The Eric Carle
Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in
2002. Don''t miss all the other Very Hungry
Caterpillar and Eric Carle books- The Very Hungry
Caterpillar; Eric Carle''s Very Special Baby Book;
Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear?; The
Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The
Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to the
Zoo; Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What do you See?; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book; Polar Bear,
Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar''s Buggy Book; Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered Ladbybird; The
Very Hungry Caterpillar- Little Learning Library;
The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Touch and Feel
Playbook; My Very First Book of Words; The Very
Hungry Caterpillar Book a
  Baby Tiger Yu-hsuan Huang,2016-03-08 Meet Baby
Tiger! What does Baby Tiger do when she wakes up?
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How does Baby Tiger play? Follow along with this
cute baby animal as it experiences its world, from
playtime to bedtime. Warm illustrations plus a
comforting story about the rhythms of a baby
tiger's day make this perfect for the very
youngest readers.
  Introduction to Puppetry Arts Cheralyn
Lambeth,2019-11-13 Introduction to Puppetry Arts
shares the history, cultures, and traditions
surrounding the ancient performance art of
puppetry, along with an overview of puppet
construction and performance techniques used
around the world. From its earliest beginnings in
the ancient Middle East and Asia, through its
representations in Medieval/Renaissance Europe, up
until its modern-day appearances in theatre,
television, and film, this book offers a thorough
overview of how this fascinating art form
originated and evolved. It also includes easy-to-
follow instructions on how to create puppets for
performance and display and an in-depth resource
list and bibliography for further research and
information. Written for students in puppetry arts
and stagecraft courses, Introduction to Puppetry
Arts offers a comprehensive look at this enduring
craft and provides a starting point for creating a
wide range of puppets, from marionettes and hand
puppets to mascots and character costumes.
  Puppet Kenneth Gross,2011-09-01 The puppet
creates delight and fear. It may evoke the
innocent play of childhood, or become a tool of
ritual magic, able to negotiate with ghosts and
gods. Puppets can be creepy things, secretive,
inanimate while also full of spirit, alive with
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gesture and voice. In this eloquent book, Kenneth
Gross contemplates the fascination of these
unsettling objects—objects that are also actors
and images of life. The poetry of the puppet is
central here, whether in its blunt grotesquery or
symbolic simplicity, and always in its talent for
metamorphosis. On a meditative journey to seek the
idiosyncratic shapes of puppets on stage, Gross
looks at the anarchic Punch and Judy show, the
sacred shadow theater of Bali, and experimental
theaters in Europe and the United States, where
puppets enact everything from Baroque opera and
Shakespearean tragedy to Beckettian farce.
Throughout, he interweaves accounts of the myriad
faces of the puppet in literature—Collodi’s cruel,
wooden Pinocchio, puppetlike characters in Kafka
and Dickens, Rilke’s puppet-angels, the dark
puppeteering of Philip Roth’s Micky Sabbath—as
well as in the work of artists Joseph Cornell and
Paul Klee. The puppet emerges here as a hungry
creature, seducer and destroyer, demon and clown.
It is a test of our experience of things, of the
human and inhuman. A book about reseeing what we
know, or what we think we know, Puppet evokes the
startling power of puppets as mirrors of the
uncanny in life and art.
  Puppet Master Complete Nat Brehmer,2021-09-27
This book is a comprehensive history of the most
successful straight-to-video horror franchise of
all time: Puppet Master. It provides an in-depth
exploration of all 14 films to date--including a
made-for-TV crossover and a theatrical reboot--and
the action figures, comics, and other merchandise
that have helped to keep the brand alive for the
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past 30 years. Puppet Master was the first film
for independent producer extraordinaire Charles
Band's Full Moon Entertainment, launching a
franchise and a micro-budget studio that have both
continued to this day. What led to the film's
success? How did a little movie about killer
puppets, designed to cater to the then-booming
video market, wind up surviving video stores
themselves? How did a series that had never even
had a theatrical entry wind up with an unusually
successful toy series? All of these questions are
answered within these pages. Featuring new
interviews with some of the biggest creative minds
behind the franchise, as well as dozens of behind-
the-scenes photos, this book is the ultimate guide
to horror's most murderous marionettes.
  Christmas Mouse: Finger Puppet Book ,2021 Finger
puppet attached to back cover appears through die-
cut hole in all pages.
  Baby Unicorn: Finger Puppet Book Chronicle
Books,2018-08-21 The Finger Puppet series has sold
over a million copies worldwide Simple, comforting
story with a permanently attached finger puppet
Follow Baby Unicorn as she explores her world:
Baby Unicorn Finger Puppet Book invites the
youngest readers to follow along with Baby Unicorn
as she explores her world and her special healing
powers. The simple, comforting story is easy to
follow and the permanently attached soft finger
puppet keeps little ones engaged. Start building a
lifelong love of books at story time with Baby
Unicorn. • Perfect size for curious babies and
toddlers to hold and manipulate • Fun and
interactive way to play and read • Full of
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colorful, soothing illustrations by Victoria Ying
Fans of other books in the Finger Puppet Book
series such as Baby Elephant, Baby Bear, and Baby
Fish will love exploring the enchanted forest with
Baby Unicorn. Babies and toddlers will love this
board book's colorful pictures, simple story, and
soft finger puppet. It's also sized perfectly for
small hands to hold. •Sturdy board book • Makes a
great gift and is a must-have for a baby's
bookshelf • Books for kids ages 0-2 • Interactive
and fun
  Aspects of Puppet Theatre Henryk Jurkowski,Penny
Francis,2014-01-07 Henryk Jurkowski's seminal 1988
text, Aspects of Puppet Theatre, was
groundbreaking in its analysis of puppetry as a
performing art. This new edition of a classic
brings the original text back to life, including
four additional essays and a new introduction,
edited and translated by leading puppetry scholar
Penny Francis. Henryk Jurkowski's seminal 1988
text, Aspects of Puppet Theatre, was
groundbreaking in its analysis of puppetry as a
performing art. This new edition of a classic
brings the original text back to life, including
four additional essays and a new introduction,
edited and translated by leading puppetry scholar
Penny Francis.
  Puppet Play Therapy Athena A. Drewes,Charles E.
Schaefer,2017-11-14 Puppet Play Therapy is a
comprehensive guidebook that describes the basic
skills, techniques, and applications for selecting
and working with puppets in specific types of
settings and populations. Written by preeminent
voices in the field, chapters offer invaluable
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guidance on selecting, using, and assessing
puppet-based therapeutic interventions. Both
beginning and experienced clinicians will also
appreciate the inclusion of practical, step-by-
step approaches and reproducible handouts that
will aid them in their puppet play therapy
sessions.
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grijalbo on amazon com
free shipping on
qualifying offers
esmeralda rubí 3 p usd
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition kindle edition -
Oct 03 2023
web esmeralda rubí 3
spanish edition ebook
gier kerstin miralles de
imperial luis amazon co
uk kindle store
esmeralda rubí 3 rubí 3
hardcover amazon in -
Apr 16 2022
web abebooks com
esmeralda rubi 3
9789871783663 by gier
kerstin and a great
selection of similar new

used and collectible
books available now at
great prices
esmeralda rubí 3 gier
kerstin amazon com au
books - Jan 26 2023
web esmeralda rubí 3
spanish length 455 pages
publisher obsidian saga
lux 1 2012 el suspiro
del infierno los
elementos oscuros 3 2017
la caricia del infierno
esmeralda rubí 3 nueva
encuadernación paperback
amazon ca - Feb 24 2023
web select the
department you want to
search in
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition kindle edition
amazon in - May 30 2023
web esmeralda rubí 3 de
kerstin gier en
librerías gandhi libros
en gandhi con envío
gratis siempre esmeralda
rubí 3 en librerías
gandhi
esmeralda rubí 3 penguin
libros - Mar 28 2023
web esmeralda rubí 3
nueva encuadernación
gier kerstin
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9788484419990 books
amazon ca
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition kindle edition ア
マゾン - Aug 01 2023
web find helpful
customer reviews and
review ratings for
esmeralda 3 spanish
edition at amazon com
read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our
users
esmeralda rubí 3 kerstin
gier 9788484417538 books
- Jan 14 2022

esmeralda rubí 3 on
apple books - Dec 25
2022
web select the
department you want to
search in
esmeralda rubí 3 reader
q a goodreads - Oct 23
2022
web jun 14 2012   amazon
com esmeralda rubí 3
9788484419990 kerstin
gier books skip to main
content us hello select
your address books
select the department
you

esmeralda rubí 3 de
kerstin gier en
librerías gandhi - Apr
28 2023
web cruza las fronteras
del tiempo y encuentra
el verdadero amor llega
el desenlace de esta
grandiosa aventura un
torbellino de
sentimientos que
arrastra a gideon y gwen
a través
amazon com customer
reviews esmeralda 3
spanish edition - Jun 30
2023
web esmeralda rubí 3
spanish edition ebook
gier kerstin amazon in
kindle store
esmeralda rubí 3 p usd
grijalbo amazon com
books - Jun 18 2022
web esmeralda rubí 3
spanish edition ebook
gier kerstin amazon de
kindle shop
amazon com esmeralda
rubí 3 9788484419990
kerstin gier - Sep 21
2022
web compre o ebook
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
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edition de gier kerstin
na loja ebooks kindle
encontre ofertas os
livros mais vendidos e
dicas de leitura na
amazon brasil
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition kindle ausgabe
amazon de - May 18 2022
web amazon in buy
esmeralda rubí 3 rubí 3
book online at best
prices in india on
amazon in read esmeralda
rubí 3 rubí 3 book
reviews author details
and more
esmeralda rubi 3 gier
kerstin 9789871783663 -
Mar 16 2022
web esmeralda rubi 3
spanish edition
disappeared francisco x
stork 2017 09 26 you ve
never seen a francisco x
stork novel like this
before a missing girl a
determined
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition kindle edition
amazon co uk - Sep 02
2023
web nov 3 2011   amazon
co jp esmeralda rubí 3

spanish edition ebook
gier kerstin foreign
language books
esmeralda rubi 3
9789871783663 books
amazon ca - Nov 23 2022
web readers questions
about esmeralda rubí 3
spanish edition 23
questions answered
esmeralda rubí 3 spanish
edition ebook kindle -
Aug 21 2022
web esmeralda rubí 3
spanish edition ebook
gier kerstin amazon it
kindle store
the times good
university guide 2019
royal holloway
university - Mar 06 2023
web english at royal
holloway ranks highly
overall in the times
good university guide
2019
uk university rankings
the best universities by
subject - Aug 31 2022
web sunday september 22
2019 12 01am the sunday
times as well as
institutional rankings
the sunday times and the
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times have identified
the centres of
excellence within each
of 67 subject
the times good
university guide 2019
where to go and w - Dec
03 2022
web for 25 years the
times and sunday times
good university guide
has provided the most
accurate and up to date
information about
british universities to
help make the choice of
which universities to
apply to as easy as
possible its university
and subject league
tables are the most
respected and studied in
britain
the times good
university guide 2019
google books - Jul 10
2023
web essential guide to
british universities
that gives you all the
information you need to
make the crucial
decisions on what to
study where to study and

how much it might cost
objective and
authoritative it is the
best selling guide to
complete university
guide university
rankings guides and -
Apr 26 2022
web we help students
around the world
research degree courses
and universities
independent uk
university league tables
and rankings overall and
by subject
rankings of universities
in the united kingdom
wikipedia - Jul 30 2022
web the times the sunday
times university league
table known as the good
university guide is
published in both
electronic and print
format and ranks
institutions using the
following eight criteria
student satisfaction 50
to 55 points the results
of national student
surveys are scored
taking a theoretical
minimum and
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loughborough fifth best
uk university in the
times and sunday times -
Feb 22 2022
web sep 20 2019  
loughborough is in the
top 10 of every national
league table being
ranked 4th in the
guardian university
league table 2020 5th in
the times and sunday
times good university
guide 2020 and 8th in
the uk complete
university guide 2020
uk university rankings
2024 the times league
table - Jun 09 2023
web the definitive good
university guide from
the times and sunday
times provides you with
everything you need to
know about britain s top
universities to help you
make the most informed
choice
the times good
university guide 2019
where to go and what -
Feb 05 2023
web this definitive
guide is designed for

those who are applying
to start courses in 2019
how to select the right
course and university
including advice on
employment prospects
universities compared in
a league table and
university performance
assessed in 66 subject
tables new subjects for
this year are animal
sciences and creative
writing
the times good
university guide 2019
where to go and what -
Apr 07 2023
web jul 1 2018  
essential guide to
british universities
that gives you all the
information you need to
make the crucial
decisions on what to
study where to study and
how much it might cost
objective and
authoritative it is the
best selling
final scores the times
sunday times 2019
ranking top 20 - Mar 26
2022
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web sep 23 2018   we ve
revelled in the roots of
the guardian and supped
with the total
deliciousness of the
complete university
guide and now its time
to party hard with the
daddy of them all all we
have here though is the
very briefest of looks
here at the top 20 in
the all new times sunday
times good university
guide ranking for 2019
good university guide
2019 methodology the
times the sunday times -
Aug 11 2023
web good university
guide 2019 expanded
coverage with 67 subject
tables in full
interactive tables on
all the league table
components and
additional features are
available at
thesundaytimes co uk
good university guide
2019 oxford loses
university challenge on
social - Jan 04 2023
web just four in 10

students at the top
universities of oxford
cambridge and imperial
college went to
comprehensives academies
and other mainly non
selective schools
according to findings
published
item 24 senate 17 10 18
the times and the sunday
times good university -
Jun 28 2022
web the times and the
sunday times good
university guide 2019
summary the times good
university guide tgug
uses 9 metrics to
analyse institutional
performance with city
now ranked 68th out of
132 institutions an
improvement of
the times good
university guide 2019
where to go and what -
May 08 2023
web the times good
university guide 2019
where to go and what to
study o leary john times
books amazon sg books
world university
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rankings 2019 times
higher education the -
Sep 12 2023
web 51 world university
rankings 2019 table
information promoted by
d2l the times higher
education world
university rankings 2019
includes more than 1 250
universities making it
our biggest
international league
table to date
best universities in
singapore 2024 student
times higher - May 28
2022
web oct 17 2023   1 19
19 national university
of singapore 2 32 36
nanyang technological
university singapore
explore singapore and
some of its most
influential universities
using times higher
education s world
university rankings 2024
good university guide
2019 best universities
by subject - Oct 13 2023
web good university
guide 2019 best

universities by subject
as well as institutional
rankings the sunday
times and the times have
identified the centres
of excellence within
each of 67
the times and the sunday
times publish good
university guide 2019 -
Oct 01 2022
web the new edition of
the times and the sunday
times good university
guide 2019 a free 96
page supplement is
published today in the
sunday times september
23 it provides the
definitive rankings for
uk universities and the
most comprehensive
overview of higher
education in britain
the times and the sunday
times good university
guide 2019 - Nov 02 2022
web sep 21 2018   the
university of bath has
been ranked 13th in the
times and the sunday
times good university
guide 2019 this year s
guide which will be
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published in this
weekend s the sunday
times 23rd has placed
bath 13th nationally in
the overall rankings
compared to 12th last
year
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